Emotional Well-Being Webinars

Available webinar series:

- [1]
By popular demand, we are launching a second series of webinars based on last year’s Emotional Well-Being During the COVID-19 Crisis for Health Care Providers series. As before, these sessions will be moderated by Vice Chair for Adult Psychology Elissa Epel, PhD, and feature experts sharing insights on how we can reduce stress and trauma in our health care systems and communities during the COVID-19 outbreak and other crises. We will also be updating the UCSF Coping Resources website as we travel together through this year and identify unmet needs.
This webinar series is co-sponsored by the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences and UCSF Office of Alumni Relations with support from John McCoy and Nicholas Roznovsky.

April 15 - Building Institutional and Personal Resilience

WATCH A RECORDING OF THIS PRESENTATION

Speakers

- Maga Jackson-Triche, MD, MSHS, Health Sciences Clinical Professor, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
- Christine Mangurian, MD, MAS, Professor of Clinical Psychiatry and Vice Chair for Diversity and Health Equity, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
- Robert Rodriguez, MD, Professor, UCSF Dept. of Emergency Medicine

A discussion on the mental health challenges—including those of health care providers—and lessons learned from UCSF COPE, with a focus on building institutional resources for preparedness for future challenges.

Resources
Balancing Act: Mom and Health Care Provider [15] (video)

- Manager Tips: Build a Healthy Team During Stressful Periods [16]

- Breath of Life Blessing Practice [17] (video)

- Breathing: A Fundamental Aspect of Stress reduction [18] (video)

- Anxiety, Burnout, PTSD, and the Effect of COVID Testing on Health Care Workers [19]

May 13 - Pandemic Transitions: From Collective Grief to Joy

WATCH A RECORDING OF THIS PRESENTATION [20]

Speakers

- Esther Perel, MFT [24], family therapist
- Jack Saul, PhD [22], trauma therapist and leader of communal resilience movements

In the wake of the pandemic and systemic social injustice, we are facing vast collective grief. Renowned therapists Jack Saul and Esther Perel will discuss ways to witness and move through grief, using creative expression, toward experiencing fresh joy and purpose in our new world.

Resources

- Jack Saul on Amanpour & Co.: “What is Communal Trauma and Healing?” [25] (video)

- Workshop: "How To Live With Prolonged Uncertainty and Grief" [27] (video)

- What Death Can Teach Us About Life [28]

- Why Eroticism Should Be Part of Your Self-Care Plan [29]

- Create an End-of-Life Roadmap [30]

June 3 - Pandemic Burnout and Regeneration for Our New World: One Year Later

WATCH A RECORDING OF THIS PRESENTATION [31]

Speakers

- Elizabeth Blackburn, PhD [37], Professor Emeritus, UCSF Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics
- Eve Ekman, PhD [38], teaching faculty, UCSF Osher Center for Integrative Medicine
- Trudy Goodman, PhD [39], founder, InsightLA
- Jack Kornfield, PhD [40], founder, Spirit Rock Meditation Center
- Dan Siegel, MD [41], Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, UCLA School of Medicine; founder, Mindsight Institute

A panel of leaders in mental health and science will discuss combatting pandemic fatigue, share short meditations, and revisit their previous discussion on personal and communal lessons and hopes for rejuvenating our lives, science and healthcare, self-care, and our earth.
Resources

- Dan Siegel: Free session showing the integrative movements [42] (video)

- Eve Ekman's Meditations for the Heart [43] (audio)

- Eve Ekman on UCTV: “Cultivating Emotion Awareness and Fierce Compassion” [44] (video)


- Coping with work burnout: 5 tips for handling pandemic fatigue [46]

- Wisdom 2.0 Mindfulness Summit: “Interview with Trudy Goodman and Jack Kornfield” [47] (video)

- Additional resources from Trudy Goodman: Meditations [48] (audio) | Dharma Talks [49] (video)

- Additional resources from Jack Kornfield: Meditations [50] (video) | Dharma Talks [51] (video)

- Dan Siegel's Comprehensive Interpersonal Neurobiology Course [52]

July 1 - Anti-Racism and Building an Inclusive Culture

WATCH A RECORDING OF THIS PRESENTATION [53]
Speakers

- Rhonda Magee, JD [58], Professor of Law, University of San Francisco
- Michelle Porche, EdD [59], Associate Adjunct Professor, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
- Matthew State, MD, PhD [60], Oberndorf Family Distinguished Professor and Chair, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

The race equity movement has left us with greater awareness of the urgent need for changes in the way we interact and run our businesses and institutions. This webinar will feature a frank discussion on what one psychiatry department has done to address interpersonal and systemic racism, as well as insight from an expert on a compassion-based approach for insightfully seeing and discussing race, and being actively anti-racist.

Resources

- Book by Rhonda Magee: "The Inner Work of Racial Justice" [61]
- Mindful of Race Training Program [62] by Ruth King
- UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences Black Study Group Report [63] - We are using our own department as an example and are sharing our in-depth task force on hearing Black voices and developing a plan for change. This report will be discussed during the presentation and we encourage you to take a look at the four-page executive summary.

August 5 - Well-Being of Youth and Young Adults

WATCH A RECORDING OF THIS PRESENTATION [64]

Speakers

- Joyce Dorado, PhD [69], Health Sciences Clinical Professor, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences; director, UCSF Health Environments and Response to Trauma in
Schools (HEARTS)
- Julie Lythcott-Haims, JD, MFA [70], New York Times best-selling author
- Suniya Luthar, PhD [67], Professor Emerita, Columbia University; co-founder, Authentic Connections
- Moderator: Dan Siegel, MD [41], Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, UCLA School of Medicine; founder, Mindsight Institute

Parenting and educating young people as they transition back to in-person learning and jobs this year will likely be both joyful and challenging. A panel of experts will discuss approaches that parents, caregivers, and educators can take to support youth, including strategies to promote resilience, resourcefulness, and creating environments that facilitate a sense of belonging and agency?especially for youth of color. They will also discuss the risks of excessive pressure to succeed and countering helicopter parenting, as well as ways that schools can implement trauma-informed, equity-promoting approaches that foster wellness and healing justice.

Resources

- Book by Julie Lythcott-Haims: "How to Raise an Adult" [72]
- Julie Lythcott-Haims' Four Parenting Tips to Raise an Adult [73]
- Dan Siegel's books on parenting [74]
- UCSF HEARTS (Healthy Environments and Response to Trauma in Schools) [75]
- Article on UCSF HEARTS from the book "Assessing and Treating Youth Exposed to Traumatic Stress" [76]
- Washington Post: 6 ways parents can help kids regain a sense of purpose [78]
Helping Adults and Children Transition Back [79] (video)

- Authentic Connections support groups for caregivers and healthcare workers [80]

- *PBS NewsHour: “Connecting Mothers”* [81] (video)

- Conclusions from the 2019 NASEM consensus study: “Resilience in Childhood: New Insights” [82]

- Publication showing the effect of support groups for mothers who are health care professionals [83]

**September 2 - From Climate Stress to Activation: The Critical Role of the Health Professional**

Register to attend [84] Submit questions for the panelists [85]

---

**Speakers**

- Mark Coleman, MS [91], author and nature meditation teacher; host, Nature Summit
- Robin Cooper, MD [92], Volunteer Associate Clinical Professor, UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences; co-founder, Climate Psychiatry Alliance
- Edward Maibach, PhD [93], Mason Distinguished University Professor, George Mason University
- Kimberly Williams, PhD, PHR [89], Executive Director, The National Medical Association; Program Manager, Georgia Clinicians for Climate Action

The climate crisis is impacting health, and health care professionals have a pivotal role as advocates for change. The climate crisis must be mitigated by vast reductions in carbon use, including by the medical industry, which is responsible for 8% of global greenhouse gas emissions. Physicians will share how they have promoted advocacy, as well as effective ways of messaging, and how leaders serve as trusted sources of information, educators for policymakers
and local institutions, and change agents in their own institutional or governments policies. Healthcare professionals and others can help move the public and leaders from distress into active roles that will have reverberating impacts on our societal change. This session will end with a meditation.

*This webinar is co-sponsored by the UCSF Center for Climate, Health and Equity and the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences Climate Crisis and Mental Health Task Force. A workshop on advocacy training will be announced during this session.*

**Resources**

- Climate Psychiatry: The Diverse Challenges of Climate to Mental Health [94](video)
- The Medical Society Consortium on Climate & Health mission and consensus statement [95]
- Awake in the Wild Nature Meditation [96]

**October 7 - Psychedelics and Mental Health: The Science and the Practice**

Register to attend [84](Submit questions for the panelists [85]

**Speakers**

- Francoise Bourzat, MA [102], adjunct faculty member, California Institute of Integral Studies
- Robin Carhart Harris, PhD [103], Professor and researcher, UCSF and Imperial College London
- Dacher Keltner, PhD [104], Professor, UC Berkeley Dept. of Psychology
- Charles L. Raison, MD [100], Professor and the Mary Sue and Mike Shannon Distinguished Chair for Healthy Minds, Children & Families, University of Wisconsin, Madison
- Sara Reed, MS, LMFT [105], CEO and founder, Mind's iHealth Solutions

This session will discuss how psychedelic-assisted therapy can relieve suffering in depression and PTSD based on new clinical trials, how they may work with insights from brain imaging
studies by the leading neuroscientist in this area and a pioneer in our understanding of the power of awe, how they can be culturally adapted and help reduce racial trauma by the leading therapist in this area, and further exploration of psychedelics and mental health from one of the pioneers of this method, with decades of experience in indigenous wisdom who is now training the next generation of therapists.

Resources

- Health Equity in Psychedelic Medicine: Advancing Practices for People of Color [106]

- Ketamine Therapy Through a Culturally Responsible Lens [107]


- Interviews with Francoise Bourzat [109]

- Wonder & Awe podcast episode with Dacher Keltner [110] (video)

- The Science of Happiness podcast [111]

---

Emotional Toolbox Webinar Series

This webinar series for UCSF staff is co-sponsored by the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences [5], UCSF Staff Assembly [112], UCSF Administrative Management Professionals [113], Diversity & Inclusion Certificate Program Alumni [114], and Council on Campus Climate, Culture and Inclusion (4CI) Staff Subcommittee [115].

ARCHIVED WEBINAR PRESENTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SPEAKER(S)</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>ARCHIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---
10/27/20
Elissa Epel, PhD [116]
Lisa Fortuna, MD, MPH, MDiv [117]
Alissa Peterson, MD [118]
Margo Pumar, MD [119]
Danielle Roubinov, PhD [120]

Building Your Emotional Toolbox During COVID-19

Watch video [121]

02/12/21
Joyce Dorado, PhD [122]
Tammy Duong, MD [123]
Eve Ekman, PhD, MSW [124]
Lisa Fortuna, MD, MPH, MDiv [117]
Margo Pumar, MD [119]
Hez Wollin, LCSW [125]

Expanding Your Emotional Toolbox During COVID-19

Watch video [126]

Emotional Well-Being During the COVID-19 Crisis for Health Care Providers Webinar Series

This webinar series, co-sponsored by the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences [5], UCSF Office of Alumni Relations [6], Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkeley [127], Mindsight Institute [128], and the John W. Brick Mental Health Foundation [129], was held in the spring of 2020.

Archived webinar presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SPEAKER(S)</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>ARCHIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04/02/20</td>
<td>Eve Ekman, PhD, MSW [130]</td>
<td>Psychological Strategies for Acute Stress</td>
<td>Watch video [132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elissa Epel, PhD [116]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel J. Siegel, MD [131]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/09/20</td>
<td>Lisa Fortuna, MD, MPH, MDiv [117]</td>
<td>Psychological First Aid Strategies to Deal With Acute Stress</td>
<td>Watch video [134]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruce Perry, MD [133]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Rodriguez, MD [14]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/16/20</td>
<td>Roshi Joan Halifax, PhD [135]</td>
<td>Healing Moral Distress, Moral Outrage, and Reducing Burnout</td>
<td>Watch video [137]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Doerhn, PhD, RN [136]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Archived webinar presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SPEAKER(S)</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>ARCHIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/14/20</td>
<td>Eve Ekman, PhD, MSW [130] Thupten Jinpa, PhD [143] Sanjay Reddy, MD [144]</td>
<td>On the Front Lines: Compassion-Based Strategies</td>
<td>Watch video [145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/21/20</td>
<td>Bessel van der Kolk, MD [146] David Bullard, PhD [147] Douglas Ziedonis, MD, MPH [148]</td>
<td>Resilience to Traumatic Stress: When the Body Keeps the Score</td>
<td>Watch video [149]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/28/20</td>
<td>Esther Perel, MA [150] Ethan Weiss, MD [151]</td>
<td>Relationships Under Shelter: Transforming Conflict to Harmony</td>
<td>Watch video [152]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Resources for this series

**Session 1 (Ekman/Epel/Siegel)**

- Cultivating Emotional Balance in Groundless Times [156]
- UCSF Department of Psychiatry’s COVID-19 Mental Health Resources [157] (see “Emotional Well-Being” section for breathing exercises)

**Session 3 (Halifax/Doerhn)**
Helpful Tips for Providers on Working With Moral Distress and Moral Residue [158]

Cultivating Presence in Our Encounter With Suffering [159] (includes the meditation on strength statements at the end)


The online contemplative support circles described by Jennifer Doerhn are based on healing circles [162].

Session 4 (Siegel)

- The Wheel, the Pandemic and Resilience [163]: Dan Siegel's model of the mind and how one can enter a deep relaxing experience of awareness of the mind using the Wheel of Awareness

Session 5 (Hof/Mason)

- About Wim Hof [165]
- The Wim Hof Method [166] (free mini class [167])
- Pilot study on the Wim Hof Method examining inflammatory response to endotoxin [168]
- UCSF News: Can short-term stress make the body and mind more resilient? A new study is testing that theory [169]

Session 6 (Jinpa/Ekman/Reddy)

- "A Fearless Heart: How the Courage to Be Compassionate Can Transform Our Lives" [170] by Thupten Jinpa, PhD
- Interview: "Thupten Jinpa on Fearless Compassion" [171]
- Mind & Life Podcast: "Thupten Jinpa ? Cultivating Compassion" [172]

Session 7 (van der Kolk/Bullard/Ziedonis)

- Mindfulness Practices for Clinicians [173]
- "Coming To Your Senses" video series [174] on somatic strategies
- Trauma Research Foundation virtual conference: Psychological Trauma in the Age of Coronavirus [175] (May 28?30)
- "The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma" [176] by Bessel van der Kolk, MD
Session 8 (Perel/Weiss)

- *New York Times* opinion article: "We're All Grieving. This Is How We Get Through It." [177] by Esther Perel, MA
- Relationships Under Lockdown: Resources from Esther Perel for Couples, Individuals, and Families Coping With the Realities of Life During COVID-19 [178]
- Clip from Esther Perel?s ?Sessions? dialogue with Elissa Epel [179] on how to have emotional boundaries when needed, emotional closeness, and avoiding zoom fatigue

Session 9 (Blackburn/Ekman/Epel/Kornfield/Siegel)

- The Lindau Guidelines [180], a Hippocratic oath for research by Elizabeth Blackburn, PhD
- Talks on steadiness, compassion, and reducing anxiety [50] by Jack Kornfield, PhD
- Free weekly talks on science and coping [181] by Daniel Siegel, MD
- The Aging, Metabolism, and Emotions (AME) Center [182] features lectures and retreats with Elissa Epel, PhD
psychedelic-medicine-advancing-practices-for-people-of-color-spring-2019
[107] https://psychedelicstoday.com/2020/09/01/sara-reed-ketamine-therapy-through-a-culturally-responsible-lens/
[109] https://francoisebourzat.com/media/#interviews
[110] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNuzGnZLEmw
[112] https://staffassembly.ucsf.edu/
[113] https://amp.ucsf.edu/
[114] https://diversity.ucsf.edu/dicp
[115] https://diversity.ucsf.edu/committees/3434581
[116] https://amecenter.ucsf.edu/people/elissa-epel-phd
[117] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/lisa.fortuna
[118] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/alissa.peterson
[119] https://directory.ucsf.edu/people/search/id/116691
[120] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/danielle.roubinov
[121] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SsWFaP3AMQ
[122] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/tammy.duong
[123] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/eve.ekman
[124] https://directory.ucsf.edu/people/search/id/623
[125] https://www.youtube.be/ctlRpij-ol
[126] https://click.our.ucsf.edu/?qs=42397ab9ae7daff771bb41deb3be78e6e247d253b3d86a2596ec69c0b368cea974686b972
[127] https://click.our.ucsf.edu/?qs=42397ab9ae7daff771bb41deb3be78e6e247d253b3d86a2596ec69c0b368cea974686b972
[128] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SsWFaP3AMQ
[129] https://www.johnnbrickfoundation.org/
[130] https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/profile/eve_ekman
[131] https://www.drdansiegel.com/about/biography/
[132] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW75SmaHUCc
[133] https://www.bdperry.com/about
[134] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SsWFaP3AMQ
[135] https://www.upaya.org/about/roshi/
[137] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9V3fB_AJZI
[138] https://www.linkedin.com/in/margo-pumar-7937aa93
[139] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SP1Di1yH9Jak
[141] https://profiles.ucsf.edu/ashley.mason
[142] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwLCT10GiM0
[143] https://www.compassioninstitute.com/teachers/dr-thupten-jinpa/
[144] https://osher.ucsf.edu/patient-care/patient-care-team/sanjay-reddy
[145] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLMUpedTQ5Q
[146] https://www.besselvanderkolk.com/about/biography
[147] https://www.drbullard.com/
[148] https://medschool.ucsd.edu/about/leadership/Pages/douglas-ziedonis.aspx